GENERAL NOTES:
1. KETRANET MESH is KETRA’s wireless control protocol.
2. A node is a KETRANET mesh enabled wireless device.
3. 50 KETRANET mesh nodes max. per installation network.
4. All KETRANET mesh nodes to be installed within 50'-0" range of the nearest node.

KEY
- L1: 12 AWG, 3 wire, Belden-9729 or equivalent DMX, 2 twisted pairs, shielded
- D1: KETRANET mesh wireless network

DMX OUT BY OTHERS

50 KETRANET MESH NODES PER INSTALLATION NETWORK

KETRA N3

120VAC, 60 Hz MAINS SUPPLY

KETRA MULTIPLE KNET, N3, S38, DMX-OUT TO N3